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If you dream big and set a goal
Invest your time and energy
Cultivate the habits of winners
Have self trust and faith that I
can do it

This is no nonsense document, but true facts
proven by several Digital Marketers who have
made their big business in a short span of
time.
In these days of uncertainty of Pandemic you
may wonder whether it is possible for me.
If such thoughts come to you here are some
statistics.
Year

Volume ( in Million)

2018

504 582

2019

560 747

2020

612 959

2021

659 778

2022

700 578

2023

735 358

It is evident from the trends shown above
that there is a bright future for Digital
Marketing globally.

Where to begin?
A job well begun is half done. So it is absolutely
important that you start your career journey
right earnest.
It, Digital Marketing is like marathon. Do not give up
come what may.

As stated earlier:
Set your goal in terms of results
you plan to achieve and time
frame
Plan your action step by step
Do financial planning.
Digital Marketing is a Business so keeping track of
money you spend, should get you returns.
Therefore before spending think about it in terms
of Returns.
https://www.blogworldguru.com/find-niches-forriches/

Selecting a Niche
You have to select a product or service that you
intend to offer.
There are three important factors to consider
1. Your passion or inclination to follow a

particular product or service in which you have
sufficient knowledge or expertise.
2. It is also important to find out that you can
earn money sufficiently to sustain. In technical
terms it is called "Evergreen Niche"
Market methods you want to follow. Even in
Digital medium there are a number of methods
you can follow. Niches for riches
Blogs and Contents are essential to start any
marketing effort.
Email list for email marketing is next
You tube also is a good platform for promoting
your sales.
You have affiliate marketing which ensures
passive income. (There are many affiliate
marketing persons who earn in the order of six
or seven figures.
Social media also can generate sufficient business
to add to your revenue.
Last but not least is the advertisements that can
fetch income to supplement.
Whatever medium you choose , make sure that it is
revenue generating and deploy your resources like
time and money to the best use.

Enough care should be taken to make sure that this
decision is done after due diligence.
Now that you have crystallized you choice about
the Niche you are going to follow.

Starting your business activities
To start with, stick to the basics. You need a
computer, an Internet connection to start Website.
Consider these are basic minimum and any
compromise will not be feasible in the long run.
Also you have to establish trust in your customers.
Choosing a Domain Name is very crucial for your
business.
Earlier we talked about the Niche.
Domain Name has to suggest this niche.
Health and weight loss programs
healthguide.com or easyweightloss.com

to pick the best domain for your website.
"Stick with .com
Use keywords in your domain name search
Keep your domain name short
Make it easy to pronounce and spell
Keep it unique and brandable

Avoid doubled letters
Leave room to expand
Research your domain name
Use domain generators for clever ideas
Act quickly before someone else takes it
Best place to register a domain name
Get free domain with web hosting
Most popular domain registrars"
https://www.wpbeginner.com/beginners-guide/
tips-and-tools-to-pick-the-best-domain-foryour-blog/
Domain name registrars are many. Some of
them offer very cheap services.
But stick to the reputed ones with dependable
secure service
Godaddy.com
Hostgater.com
Bluehost.com
Siteground.com
Namecheap.com
are some of the domain name registrars.
After you domain name registration hosting is
the next step.
Your hosting company may be different. Some
experts opine that you keep a different hosting
company other than domain name registrar.

If you select wordpress.org for your website
hosting companies can host your site in a matter
of minutes. There are one click services.
(softaculous.com)
"Word-press.org is web software you can use to
create a beautiful website for blog. We like to say
that Word-press is both free and priceless at the
same time. The core software is built by
hundreds of community volunteers, and when
you're ready for more there are thousands of
plugins and themes available to transform your
site into almost anything you can imagine. Over
60 million people have chosen WordPress to
power the place on the web they call "home" we'd
love you to join the family."
https://www.softaculous.com/apps/blogs/
WordPress
In fact nearly 34% of sites are powered by
wordpress.org.
The security and speed of your site is taken care
of next. Cloudflare.com renders a good service
which is free to start with.
You can maintain your mail exchange MX
records which are essential for a business.
MX records enables to have your mail in your
with domain name example:
john@yourdomain.com

Now that your site is up and running you have
some more things to do.
If you confident of designing your wordpress site
no problem. Otherwise you need to take
professional help to get your designing done.

Landing Page

Very attractive landing page tells the browser how
he/she is going to navigate through your site. Tells
what to expect from your site.
"A good landing page has only one objective:
prompting visitors to do the one action you want
them to do and that is to buy your product or
service (convert.) This is why many landing pages
don’t have menus or a ton of external links—you
want your visitor to complete the call to action, not
navigate away or get distracted."
https://unbounce.com/landing-page-examples/
best-landing-page-design-examples/
Call to action is the keyterm that you have to
bear in mind while designing landing page
Crisp clean landing page without much clutter
and distractions it tells the browser what he/she
can get from the website.
It is important that your browser is lead step by
step to read through and subscribe to you.
It is usual practice to offer some freebies in
exchange of their email address.

There are softwares and plugins for collecting
email and auto responders to the subscribers like
MailChimp and OptinMonster.

Create Pages and Posts

Pages are static and give details about your site
and also navigation bar to all your posts.
You can create different categories post your
articles according to the category.
A detailed guide is given by Google
https://support.google.com/webmasters/
answer/9274190?hl=en
So, I do not think we need to elaborate on that.
Once this is done and XMLsitemap is given to
the search engines they track daily traffic.
You can get information about your website
performance like:
Impressions
Clicks
Pages
Countries from where search was done
Devices like Computers and laptops, Mobile and
tablets etc. to enable your posts suitable.
Search Appearance ( how the post is rendered on
the browser side)
Dates
With these information you can plan further
activities.

Once your posts are indexed by search engines
(primarily by google) you can go ahead with
integrating with :
Google Analytics
Google AdSense and
Tag manager.
These links are useful for planning your
campaign and keyword planning
Next we move on to the business part :

Sostac is a frame work

"It is an acronym for Smith's six fundamental
facets of marketing: situation, objectives,
strategy, tactics, action and control. SOSTAC
contains a general marketing strategy which can
be applied in various commercial situations."

Analyzing the Situation

Evaluating the present scenario is the
first step.
you have to know the following:
Who are your digital customers right
now?
Which digital channels are they
using?
Who are your competitors and what
are their key strengths and short

Objectives

• You may plan according to your
objectives differently. It may vary for
different stages of the Online customers .
So, for example, your objectives relating
to:
• Brand awareness,
• Lead generation,
• Acquisition,
• Conversion and
• Engagement and retention.

All the above are different and need adoption
of varying Strategies.

Strategy

So it is logical we consider different strategies.
Strategy is worked out on the basis of analyzing
the information you gathered during ‘situation
analysis’. This is in tandem with objectives we
set. Determine how you’ll meet the ‘objectives’.
You may consider following facts:
• Segments you are going to target
• Activities your competitors are engaged in
that concern your objectives?
• Your online value proposition. That is
what additional new values are you going
to bring to your customer. This is the only
pivotal point to pitch your marketing
strategy.

Tactics

After working out the strategy how you
implement and persuade your clients to buy
your products and services consists of your
tactics.
Various campaigns you adopt and
advertisements you put through Google
Adwords, Social Media are to be worked out
carefully. Keep watch on the amount you
spend and returns on the investment (ROI)
Suppose you spend $100 you must get a
business with profit potential of $150 to $200
This is done by following the following steps.
For this you need to know the keyword for
which your niche you are targeting.
For example let us say that you are targeting
Healthy vegetarian diet.
In the Google keyword planner, as soon as you
type you get keyword ideas similar to it.
Here you can see cpc or cost per click. That
means, anyone on seeing the ad clicks it you pay
certain amount. There is also average volume
indicated. Suppose you are able to rank your
content for this particular keyword say in the
google search engine return pages (SERP) What
is the volume of traffic you can expect?
To find out this, you proceed like this.

In the google SERP results you would see who
appears in the first page on top. If as a result you
cam rank there, you may evaluate the traffic you
can possibly get. This done by inspecting
serpstat gives the following results:
881
Cost per Click
$2.99
Competition
15 %
Queries per Month
1.3K
Keyword Difficulty
26.65
/100
The volume projected is 881 per month. If you
estimate by your experience 54% of the
impression click it would be 881X.54 (54%)
475. So for these clicks you would be paying
$2.99 that is = $1420/25 and safe conversion
ratio of 3.8% 475x .038 18 clients would be
buying your product.. So to earn a real profit you
need your product price $1420/25 divided by 18
$78.90 or higher. A realistic price of $100/- per
sale would be ideal. This would fetch a profit of
18x $100/- 1800-$ 1420.25= $ 379.75
This is the model you can shape your sales pitch.
You can modify these figures based on your
traffic and conversion. Suppose you have good
content which gets organic traffic as against

In this case you may offer some incentives like cashback or coupons which they can cash and so on.

Affiliate Marketing

Affiliate marketing works on the basis of
commission earned by the publisher (you) for sales
effected through the website.
There are many affiliates available. Almost all
niches are covered. After all who does not want
additional sales?
Some of the prominent ones are:
● Amazon
● Vcommission
● Admitad
● CJ(Commission Junction)
● ImpactRadius
● Shareasale
Here also the same business logic applies. If you
spend money for paid traffic; return by sales should
be more to justify your spending.
• Observe the following guidelines:
• Do not apply to all affiliates
• Choose only products that are relevant to your
site.
• It is best practice to recommend products you
have personal knowledge and you have verified
their quality and serviceability.
There is a good scope to earn substantial
commission.

Selling Ebooks
Selling eBooks is a viable proposition to monetize
your site.
If you are proficient in writing on any subject
that browsers might want then this you can take
up.
However if you can not then don't worry. There
are ghost writers who can write for you.
You can hire them for your work.
Fiverr is one of the leading freelancer platform.
https://www.fiverr.com/categories/writingtranslation/writing-services
Upwork is another platform from where you can
hire freelance writers.
https://www.upwork.com/hire/ghostwriters/
It is profitable once you can get a few eBooks on
your site.
These can also be sold in Amazon.com

Selling eCourse

There are many areas in which browser seek
instructions and courses in this Niche can be sold
easily.
Right from Digital Marketing to Yoga offer
courses that is relevant to your site.
Promotion of these courses is very essential
through YouTube and webinars.
These courses depending upon their utility can be
priced relatively highly.
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You may create courses in which you feel you
have expertise. For example it may be "Dieting
and fitness" or " Money management" " Personal
Improvement"
All that you have make sure that it has utility.
You should feel confident about the subject. You
might also search in Internet about the course
which you plan. Get some idea and proceed. |You
must know what sells and cater to it.
Social media like pinterest, Instagram and you
tube are some platforms where you can promote
marketing activities.

Web 2 and off-page
optimization

Apart from on page SEO, off page optimization
also is considered to promote your website's
ranking by Google.

This is sometimes called as Web 2 .
Proper definition of Web2 would be: Sharing your
web pages in social media and how many shares,
Back links with high domain authority pages and
so on. Basically the concept is how well your
content and blog is received by the Online
community'

Essentially how relevant your blogs are and if the
browsers are interested and how useful it is.
All social shares and back-links will indicate this
feature.
However this may take sometime depending
upon your traffic and usefulness of your site's
pages.
So far we have seen how to set up a website and
run it successfully.we will see how to run it
profitably

Commercial viability

Keeping account of all your expenses is the first
step.
Spend money only for essential items to get
started.
Initially you can invest in good theme and
design of your website so that it looks
professional.
It is the content that matters you can hire
content writers so that you get good traffic.
Images, charts and if necessary videos can be
used.
While using images make sure they are relevant
to your content. Make sure to use "alt text " title
to those graphics. And give description so that
even visually impaired person can understand

Search Engine Optimization is essential for
your site. Therefore study about it and get
some mentor who can guide you.
You can use learning material available in the
Internet.
Also model your articles as your competitors
do.
Though back-links are are very useful for
your site ranking do not buy paid back-links.
Especially from low rated and gambling and
adult content sites.

Advertising spends
While advertising campaign is planned it is
better option to search google adwords and
Keyword planner.
Select high volume low cost per click
keywords that is relevant to your Niche.
You make sureto get maximum return
of advertisement expenditure.
There are other channels of advertising
like Facebook and twitter etc.
Experts differ in their perception about
the usefulness of these channels.
So, you should not be impulsive in this
regard.
Email capture or soliciting subscribers
to your site is is highly desirable.

There is one important precaution you should
stick to. The privacy of your subscribers should
be taken care of and this fact declared clearly.
"Image result for privacy laws around the
world
The General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) became enforceable in 2018 and is to
date the most robust privacy protection law in
the world. It has since inspired other laws
around the world to up their requirements and
has inspired the creation of new laws."
What's Data Privacy Law In Your Country? Privacy Policies
www.privacypolicy.com>Blog
Next in our investigation is about taxes. Proper
registration for tax settlement like Goods and
Services Tax. (India)
Now comes the payment gateway. If plan an e
Commerce site then it very important to
integrate payment channels.
Security is highly crucial and checks to avoid
theft must be in place

